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So here we go: Just four more weeks to the end of Q3 – are you geared up and ready to go for it?

We will certainly do all we can to help you via a collection of superb articles, practical tips, and a
wealth of advice from some of the best commentators and experts within the sales space….. 

Linda Richardson interviews Ann Hermann-Nehdi, CEO of Herrmann International and thought
leader in brain research, who helps professionals operate and succeed in a VUCA world by
applying better thinking: “VUCA?” You need to read the interview!  

This month’s articles are from Dave Stein, Jeb Blount, Anthony Iannarino and Linda herself, who re-
ignites the debate on the value of the “Challenger Sale”

In the spotlight is long-time supporter and friend of the Top Sales projects, Dr. Tony Alessandra, and
in his regular JF Uncut column, Jonathan Farrington provides us with a timely “Two Tips for Finishing
the Quarter Strongly”

Then following on from the “Top 50 Sales & Marketing Influencers for 2012” which we now compile
every May, we give you the “Top 50 Sales & Marketing Blogs for 2012” the definitive list of the very
best bloggers, chosen from hundreds of sales commentators who post regularly.

We announce this month’s “Top Sales Article of the Month” together with ten new nominations for
August – and we can tell you that there are some superb articles to choose from.

Finally, we give you the opportunity to catch up with all the latest news, interviews and gossip
from Top Sales World, Top Sales Awards and Top Sales Management.

Enjoy!
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Top Sales Highlights
from the past four weeks ... 
in case you missed them
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★ Top Sales Blogs
HERE ��

★ Latest Top Sales 
Book 
HERE ��

★ Top Sales 
Hardtalk
Interview
Every 
Wednesday.
HERE ��

★ Top Sales Tips
Every single day.
HERE ��

★ Top 10 Sales 
Articles
HERE ��

★ And so much 
more …. 
Top Sales World 
HERE ��

September 2012

“Leaders aren't born, they are made. And they are made just like anything
else, through hard work. And that's the price we'll have to pay to achieve that
goal, or any goal.” – Vince Lombardi Read More�

Our
Partners
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The Busy
Person’s Pages
The Busy
Person’s Pages
Here is what you will find in this month’s edition.
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The hardest job in sales 
by By Jeb Blount

VUCA is a term used by the U.S. Army to describe the world we now live in.
If you are not familiar with the acronym VUCA you will be once I describe
what it represents: Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity ... Read More�

A conversation with Ann Herrmann-Nehdi
by Linda Richardson

Where do the articles come from? Each month we select the very best sales
articles from the major article sites, which have been written by top sales
gurus from around the world. We cull through till we find ... Read More�

Top Sales Article of the Month announced – 
Plus the ten nominees for August

At the last count, it was estimated that there are more than 500 million blogs
on the internet, plus around 250 million in China: How many of these are
sales and marketing related? Nobody knows for sure, so ... Read More�

Top 50 Sales & Marketing Blogs for 2012

I am not throwing the first stone here (or the last). I have personally been
guilty of half of the hiring mistakes on this list. But, alas, mistakes are how
one learns. Here is a list of seven hiring mistakes sales ... Read More�

Seven hiring mistakes and how not to make them
by Anthony Iannarino

Dr. Tony Alessandra is two speakers in one... a professor and a performer, or
as one client put it – he delivers college lectures in a comedy store format. Dr.
Tony offers audiences the opportunity to enjoy ... Read More�

Focus On
Dr. Tony Alessandra

Just four weeks to go until the end of Q3, and there is still time to hit your
quota – or even surge through it: Not only do you have the opportunity to do
that, but you can also lay some strong foundations for .... Read More�

Two tips for finishing the quarter strongly
by Jonathan Farrington

Relationship selling has been taking a beating lately. Certainly buyers have
changed and many of the sales models that were effective a short time ago
are no longer relevant. New models must be applied. Read More�

And in this corner …
by Linda Richardson

Enjoy the latest Top Sales Hardtalk Interviews and recent blogs from Top
Sales World plus Recent “How To” Guides, Sales Team Development
Sessions and Sales Management Issues Interviews ... Read More�

Top Sales Highlights
from the past four weeks ... 
in case you missed them

TSH
Early in evaluation cycles customers may say that price is a consideration, but
not first on their list. Later on, once they have ignored or devalued any unique
capabilities that your product or service can provide ... Read More�

Outselling a price slasher 
by Dave Stein
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learn. In our leadership seminars, we
spend more time on this principle
than any other concept. Why?
Because until you get this—and I
mean really make this principle part
of your heart and soul—you cannot
be an effective sales manager. No
exceptions.

Who Is More Important: You
or Your Salespeople?

Consider this: It is Monday
morning. You get to the office early,
ready to start the day. As soon as
you sit down at your desk, the
phone rings. Mary calls in to say she
is going to be out sick today. A few
minutes later Ralph calls to remind
you he will be on vacation. Then
Ernie calls to say a relative died and
he needs to fly to Cleveland to go to
the funeral. One after another the
calls come in, until suddenly you
find yourself alone in the office; no
one is coming in today. How would
you fare?

Most sales managers, when faced
with this question, answer that they
would probably make it through
Monday okay. So we follow that up
with Tuesday—you show up but no
one else does. How about
Wednesday and Thursday? What if
you came in each morning but the
people who worked for you did not.
How would you be doing by Friday?

You know the answer and so do
I. No sales. Your business would be
in shambles, your boss would be
knocking down your door after
getting your sales report, and you
would be teetering on the edge of
disaster.

But what if, on Monday
morning, all of your salespeople
showed up to work and you didn’t?
Would sales come in? Absolutely.
The fact is, even if you went on a
two-week vacation, and all of your
people showed up each day, things
would likely be just fine. The work
would get done.

One of the core traits of
ineffective leaders and bad bosses is
that they believe that they get paid
for the things they do. These bosses
range from the arrogantly self-
centered to workaholics to
micromanagers. They believe, at the
core, that they are more important,
smarter, and more competent than
the people working for them.

Sales Managers Get Paid
For What Their People Do

When you get your next paycheck,
take a close look at it. The money
that was deposited in your bank
account was a direct result of the
work your salespeople did. You were
rewarded for their performance or
nonperformance—not yours. To tell
yourself anything different is an
outright denial of the facts.

As a sales leader, if your
salesperson succeeds, you succeed.
If your salesperson fails, you fail. So
it follows that your job is to position
your people to win. You must create
an environment in which they can
succeed, develop their skills, and
leverage their talent. You must
remove roadblocks so that they sell.
You need them more than they need
you. Anything that you do that
impedes their success hurts you! 

Take Dave, recently promoted to
director of sales. Dave constantly
demanded insignificant reporting
on virtually everything. Each time
he asked for a report, it took his
people away from sales activities
that generated revenue. One of his
salespeople said, “He drove me over
the edge of insanity. I’d be on my
way to see a customer, and he’d call
me wanting a report on something
stupid right then, like it was the
most important thing in the world.”

What happened to Dave? Dave’s
goose was cooked because the
talented people he had inherited
quit. He eventually lost a great job
and thousands of dollars in
incentive bonus because instead of
helping his people succeed, he
became a roadblock to success.

Far too many sales managers
never learn this lesson. The single
most important leadership principle
is this: You get paid for what your people
do, not what you do. You need your people
more than they need you.                       �You get paid for what

your people do,
not what you do.

You need your
people more than

they need you.

Sales Managers have the hardest
job in sales. Why? Sales

Managers bear 100% of the
responsibility for the performance
of their sales team yet receive little
glory for their efforts. In most cases
sales managers earn less than their
top salespeople. Yet, the best sales
managers work longer hours,
endure more stress, and have greater
responsibility than the salespeople
they manage.

Making things worse is the fact
that salespeople are harder to lead
and manage than any other
employee. They are emotional and
often irrational people who demand
attention. Because salespeople are
essentially in jobs where rejection is
the norm, sales managers are called

upon to be coaches, mentors,
mothers, fathers, and sometimes
therapists in order to keep their
troops motivated, focused, and
delivering on sales goals. If this isn’t
hard enough, sales managers are
often put in the position of
shielding their salespeople from
corporate policy wonks,
accountants and operators who
have absolutely no understanding of
the psychology of salespeople.

It is a wonder why any sane
human being would voluntarily
choose to be a sales manager.
Though each year thousands of
sales professionals give up their
sales roles and accept the
promotion. They move into new
offices and proudly stare at their

newly printed business cards with
little understanding of what it takes
to actually lead salespeople. Ill
prepared to perform the job of sales
manager a high percentage of these
newly minted sales leaders are
demoted or fired within 18 months.
The sales profession is a grave yard
littered with the corpses of failed
sales managers who had they
embraced one important principle
might have gone on to become
superstars . . .

Leadership Principle #1

In sales leadership one principle
stands above all: You need your
salespeople more than they need you.
Another way of saying this is that
you get paid for what your
salespeople do, not for what you do.

If you only internalize one lesson
about leadership, make this the one.
It is the single most important
leadership concept you will ever

“Leaders aren't born, they are made. And they are
made just like anything else, through hard work.
And that's the price we'll have to pay to achieve
that goal, or any goal.” – Vince Lombardi
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The hardest job in sales

This article was written by Jeb Blount.

To find out more about Jeb, visit:
www.salesgravy.com/
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complex business environment,
Ann says salespeople will require a
much deeper understanding of what is
going on in the minds of their customers:
What are they thinking, what are
stakeholders thinking, what data
does the customer need to make the
buying decision, what are all the
informational factors that impact
their decisions, and how you can
adapt your own thinking to theirs to
break through the noise of this
VUCA world so you make it easier
for your customers to buy? 

You know that your interactions
with your customer are much more
complex. In the recent past it was
easier to get by with more generic
approaches and less knowledge. In
the new sales world your customers
are more informed, and that
demands that you have more
information, too, so you can
understand what your customers
really care about. It also makes your
ability to ask questions and listen on
a deeper level, contrary to what
some methodologies are teaching,
more important than ever.

Ann emphasized how a
customer’s buying decision is
directly related to the thinking that
is going on in the customer’s head

and that it is equally important for
you to know how you think so you
can adapt to what your customers
need and thus truly accelerate the
process for them and you.

The shift in sales is radical but
the good news is that so much is
now known about how people
think. Ann uses her company’s 30
years of research and current
innovations to provide salespeople
and sales leaders with easy to apply,
specific steps, tools, and processes
that translate all the neuroscience
data into practical, useable
information that can help you, as a
salesperson, sell more.

So how do you think? Your
thinking preferences create a lens
through which you see the world,
which in turn impacts how you
behave and communicate. Ann
described four thinking preference
clusters that determine how you sell

and how you buy. Although her
Whole Brain® Thinking analysis
uses the HBDI® assessment , to
accurate measure thinking
preferences, even without it you
likely will recognize some of your
thinking preferences from among
these four:
� Results (data, analysis, causal

relationships, clear ability to cut
to the chase)

� Execution (follow through,
action orientation, adherence to
process) 

� People (highly intuitive, effective
listening, ability to engaging
authentically, connect,) 

� Strategy (thinking beyond the
frame, big picture, context of the
situation) 

It is interesting that 90% of the
population has two or three strong
preferences, however, while your
thinking style impacts how you

In the new sales
world your customers
are more informed,
and that demands

that you have more
information, too, so
you can understand
what your customers

really care about.  

Ann Herrmann-Nehdi, CEO of
Herrmann International and

thought leader in brain research,
helps professionals operate and
succeed in a VUCA world by
applying better thinking.

The world of sales performance
has totally changed, and one of the
greatest challenges salespeople face
is that many are using systems and
approaches that were built in
another era and no longer work.
Both sellers and buyers are in an
unfamiliar environment that has
created pressure on them to think
differently.

Ann, who works with global
leaders such as IBM to help them
fully leverage their intellectual
capital and build thinking agility,
understands that salespeople are
struggling to demonstrate value to
their customers. While she deals
with all the aspects of VUCA, the
one that speaks most directly to the
sales world based on her research
and experience is Complexity.

To shorten the sales cycle and
build long-term loyalty in today’s

VUCA
A Conversation with Ann Herrmann-Nehdi, CEO of Herrmann
International by Linda Richardson 

Top of Mind

VUCA is a term used by the U.S. Army to describe the world we now live in. If
you are not familiar with the acronym VUCA you will be once I describe what it
represents: Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity.  Sound familiar? 
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communicate and connect best with
your customers, you’re not restricted
to just your natural preferences. The
good news is you have access to all
four and with training and practice,
you can learn to flex outside your
preferences when necessary to get
better results.

To help you expand your brain
bandwidth, consider these
questions: How do you think?
Which two or three reflect your
preferences? How do you learn?
And what are the implications in
terms of how you try to engage
different customers in meaningful
conversations? What about those
customers you really struggle with?
How might your preferences create
a disconnect?

The big challenge is your
customers also have multiple thinking
preferences which you might not be
able to read easily because the lens
you are looking and listening through
acts as a filter. So, for example, if your
less-preferred area is “Execution” but
precise follow-through is extremely
important to the prospect, you could
quickly lose credibility and shut down
the opportunity. If you don’t have a
strong preference for “People”-
focused thinking, a customer who
prefers highly interpersonal thinking
likely won’t feel comfortable enough
in the relationship with you to share
the vital information you need to win
the sale.

When both you and your

customers are dealing with greater
complexity, it’s more critical than ever
to be able to cut through the noise
and connect with what is most
important to your customers. You
can better understand what motivates
your customers if you start from a
point of thinking, so the first step is
to understand your own thinking
preferences. Through skill-building
and training, Ann says you can then
learn to be more attentive to your
less-preferred areas rather than just
defaulting to your natural style and
risk becoming a “prisoner of your
preferences.”

By being an agile thinker you
begin to ask questions you (and your
competitors) might not have
otherwise asked, and hear messages
you might otherwise miss. The goal is
to broaden your bandwidth, to avoid
mental blind spots and make sure you
don’t miss what it is your customers
really care about and need to buy. In
short, you can develop your own
Whole Brain® Advantage.

To get started using Whole
Brain® Thinking

� Stop and really understand where
your blind spots are. Think about
what worked and what didn’t work
in the past. For example, if you
lost a deal because of
misalignment with the customer,
analyze what happened. Did you
miss something in the big picture?

If so, work to reduce the Strategy
blind spot. Are you losing deals at
the closing stage of the sales
process? 

Focus on Execution

� Seek coaching from your sales
manager to focus on the blind
spots you identify.

� Approach everything you do with
a learning mind-set.

Ann is all about application,
particularly when the goal is to
simplify “Complexity" in our world,
and that’s why she believes you will
get the best results by focusing on
practical techniques you can quickly
put to use. Her advice:
� Understand how your customers

think before trying to understand
what they think.

� Go in with a clean slate, as if you
were a “beginner” in every new
situation so your thinking is less
likely to cloud your listening and
insights; this will give you a
competitive edge.

� Keep learning and growing so you
can you move at least at the same
rate of speed as your customers.

� Become more aware of how you
learn and listen, and don’t let your
natural filters get in the way of
learning what you need to know to
be of value to your customers and
close more sales. �

To learn more visit
www.herrmannsolutions.com
or www.hbdi.co.uk . 
or download Herrmann
International’s
complimentary white paper,
“Achieving Higher Levels of
Sales Performance in a
Demanding World”.

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global 
sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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the case of some very successful
companies, strategic? (It’s hard to
compete against Walmart on
price…)

� When do they offer these drastic
discounts and under what
conditions?

� How do they dilute the unique
value of what you are selling in
the customer’s eyes?

� What is the satisfaction level of
their customer base?

� What about their staff and
executive attrition rates, quantity
and quality of SMEs (subject
matter experts), levels of
staffing, and customer care
hours—anything that will point
toward discount-caused reduced
margins impacting operating
effectiveness?

� Look at their corporate culture.
What do they value? The right
things for building a long,
profitable future or are they
highly opportunistic, with little
regard to what will happen
tomorrow?

Discover and Quantify Your
Value. First, you will need to
quantify the value of your
offering—in terms of financial
return. When you are competing
against someone who drastically
discounts, it’s especially important
to get close to the customer and
really understand their

requirements. Not only will that
enable you to better position your
solution, but, more importantly,
you’ll be able to uncover areas of
potential additional value for the
customer that can be derived from
the differentiators that you are
selling. If these differentiators are
linked to financial impact for the
customer, they are not likely to
become expendable nice-to-haves,
eliminated from consideration in
what might turn out to be a
commodity buy.

Educate and Position. Winners
who are really good at competitive
selling subtly but definitively alter
their customer’s perception that
buying at the lowest price is the
prudent thing to do.
� Talk to the buyer about the

challenging business conditions
that face all of us, and the natural
tendency to buy at the lowest
price.

� Talk about companies in the
customer’s as well as your own
industry that have gone out of
business as a result of tactical
discounting, and the impact that
had on those companies’
customers. (Homework
required.)

� Implore the customer to ask
questions of the other
contenders that will expose
weaknesses that result from
tactical discounting.

� Immunize the customer in

advance against what will likely
be a lowball bid by your
competitor. Explain how, when,
and why it will happen. Prepare
the customer for what you know
will come. Don’t just sit back and
wait.

� Convincingly reduce what will
likely be price differentials into
meaningful, real terms. “Since
there is typically a five-year life
cycle associated with my product,
and it will, admittedly require
potentially a $240k additional
investment, I figure that comes
to $4k per month, which, you
have to agree is less than a
rounding error (or full-time
employee) in terms of the
business value we’ve been talking
about.”

Get creative. If you haven’t tried
risk-sharing, phased deliveries,
guarantees, extended warranties, or
other creative approaches that will
enable you to win the business
without discounting, you need to do
some brainstorming with your team.
Very often a cash-strapped
competitor who has been
discounting to win business falls flat
on their face when asked to match
such creative selling.

Few of us can afford to sit back
and wait for the competition to
slash their price and walk away with
the business. Understand your
customer, your competitor, and
your unique value. �We’ve all seen it happen. By that

point it’s generally too late to
remedy the situation. You’re
trapped. So it’s critical to recognize
potential situations where a buyer
will buy on price.

Here are some recommendations
that will point you in the right

direction. Of course each of these
recommendations should be
integrated into your team’s selling
methodology.

Qualify. During the course of
an evaluation decision criteria often
change. In fact, aren’t we often the
ones who attempt to effect that

change to gain competitive
advantage?

Among the most critical of all
decision criteria these days is price.
What are the requirements and
expectations with regard to price,
today? If you are just getting
engaged with a customer and their
number one decision criteria is
price, you (or your manager) will
have to decide whether it’s even
worth competing. Clearly,
knowledge of your competitor’s
historic actual selling price will be
critical in this decision. So will an
understanding of your customer’s
recent buying patterns with regard
to price.

Buyers focused on price de-
emphasize or entirely ignore factors
such as:
� Supplier product or service

quality
� Supplier viability
� Supplier post-sales support

capabilities
� Post sales costs (contributing to

total cost of ownership)
� Areas of additional value that

you and your team may be able to
provide above and beyond what
they have specified
Address the issue head on and

early. “Is your company going to
make a decision based entirely or
substantially on price?” And please,
make sure you are asking these
questions of, and selling to, decision
makers. All this matters very little to
the people at lower levels.

Educate yourself. Here are just
some of the questions for which
you need answers to outsell a
competitor that dramatically
discounts to win business:
� Is their discounting tactical or, in

This article was written by Dave Stein.

To find out more about Dave, visit:
www.esresearch.com/
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Few of us can afford
to sit back and wait
for the competition
to slash their price

and walk away with
the business.

Early in evaluation cycles customers may say that
price is a consideration, but not first on their list.
Later on, once they have ignored or devalued any
unique capabilities that your product or service
can provide—to the point where they “can see no
measurable difference between your offering and
your competitor’s” — price gets elevated to the
number one consideration. 
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If you’re in charge of hiring,
training and developing inside

sales reps, then what you’re about to
read may shock you a little bit, but it
will also resonate with you and
explain why many of the reps you
hire ultimately fail.

In their book, “How to Hire and
Develop Your Next Top Performer”
by Herb Greenberg, Harold
Weinstein and Patrick Sweeney, they
compared results from hundreds of
thousands of assessments that were
conducted over several decades with
actual sales performance
measurements and concluded:

#1) 55 percent of the people
earning their living in sales should be
doing something else, and

#2) Another 20 to 25 percent (of
salespeople) have what it takes to
sell, but they should be selling
something else.

Before you dismiss these results
as far-fetched, think about your own
inside sales team. If you’re like most
companies, you probably have the
80/20 rule where 80% of your sales
and revenue are made by your top
20% producers. What that means is
that the other 80% of your reps

struggle to make quota (or rarely
do), and I’ll bet that over the course
of a year or two, half of these reps
have either quit, been fired, or you
wish they would move on.

I’ve worked with hundreds of
companies that have inside sales
teams, and I can attest to the
accuracy of the stats above. Every
time I begin working with a new
company, I assess the skill level,
aptitude, desire and ability of each
member of the team. What I find is
that up to half of the reps employed
shouldn’t have been hired to begin
with (or shouldn’t still be working at
the company), and most important
thing we can do is to replace them
with better qualified candidates.

If you’re with me so far, then let
me make a couple of caveats before
you start thinking about replacing
half your sales team…

First, in order to give each
member of your existing team the
full chance to succeed, you have to
make sure that you have invested the
proper time and energy in
identifying and defining your sales
process (I call it a DSP – Defined
Sales Process). Next you need to

design a sales training program –
complete with specific scripts – that
teach the best practices of your sales
process and then properly train your
existing team on them. And finally,
you need to teach your managers
how to coach and train your reps to
adhere to those scripts and best
practices. Assuming you take the
time to do this first (I usually get
companies through this process in
anywhere from 45 to 90 days), then
you are ready to begin recruiting and
hiring more qualified candidates.

So, how do you begin to look for
and eventually identify the other 45
percent of people who are actually
cut out for the career of sales?  Here
are 3 important guidelines to follow:

1)    Slow hiring, fast firing. If I
were to ask you what activity college
football coaches spend up to 70%
of their time, what would you say?
Watching game film?  Coaching
their players?  Preparing game
plans?  The answer is none of those.
College coaches spend up to ...........
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By Jim Meisenheimer on Salesopedia ��

Do You Have Cold Call Anxiety?
By Michael Pedone on Sales Gravy ��

Pumping up your Sales Pipeline
By Christian Maurer on Top Sales Management ��

Just Answer Your Damn Email
By Dan Waldschmidt on EyesonSales ��

5.5 Tips on Creating a Successful 
Tele-prospecting Opening Statement 
By Jim Domanski on Salesopedia ��

Don't Let Negative Politics Effect Positive
Customer Service  
By Dr. Joey Faucette on Sales Gravy ��

What do the best sales coaches do?
By Steven Rosen on Top Sales Management ��

August Top Sales
Article of the Month

Where do the articles come from?

Each month we select the very best sales articles from the major article sites, which
have been written by top sales gurus from around the world. We cull through till we
find the 10 best pieces of sales advice – which we then share with you. The monthly

winners compete for the Top Sales Article of the Year Award in December.

The September NominationsThe September NominationsWhy Most Inside Sales Reps Fail – and What to Do About It
by: Mike Brooks on: Salesopedia
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We want to thank the following sites for supporting Top 10 Sales Articles:

● Salesopedia   ●  Eyes on Sales   ●  Sales Gravy   ●  Ezine Articles   ●  ChangingMinds   ●  RainToday

Authors: To be considered for Top 10 Sales Articles, please submit your articles to the above sites, which are the
only ones we select from. We do not accept any articles directly.
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To continue reading this article,
visit: Salesopedia here ��

http://www.salesopedia.com/productivity-inside-sales/2894-why-most-inside-sales-reps-fail-and-what-to-do-about-it
http://www.eyesonsales.com/content/article/how_to_ask_for_a_referral_without_sounding_weak_or_needy/
http://www.eyesonsales.com/content/article/the_good_times._the_bad_times._the_changin_times/
http://www.eyesonsales.com/content/article/just_answer_your_damn_email/
http://www.eyesonsales.com/content/article/selling_is_not_about_relationships_-_oh_really/
http://www.salesopedia.com/productivity-prospecting/2910-5-f-tips-on-creating-a-successful-tele-prospecting-opening-statement
http://www.salesgravy.com/sales-articles/customer-service/dont-let-negative-politics-effect-positive-customer-service.html
http://www.salesgravy.com/sales-articles/cold-calling/do-you-have-cold-call-anxiety.html
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/article.php?written_id=1002
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/article.php?written_id=893
http://www.salesopedia.com/sales-tips-sales-tips/2907-15-ways-to-start-selling-more-
http://www.salesopedia.com/
http://www.eyesonsales.com/
http://www.salesgravy.com/
http://ezinearticles.com/
http://www.changingminds.org/
http://www.raintoday.com/


Marketing
Interactions Blog
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Top 50 Sales & Marketing
Blogs for 2012

In May, we announced the “Top 5o
Sales & Marketing Influencers

for 2012” – and in fact, we will
update and revise that list every year
from now on: As a logical next
exercise, we have decided to assess
around one hundred popular sales
and marketing blogs, and compile
what we believe to be the best fifty
from that long list.

The criteria we used to
benchmark each blog was:
� Quality of the written word,

including use of grammar,
punctuation and originality

� Ability to educate or entertain –
specifically, giving something

back rather than “pitching”
continually

� Popularity – i.e. visitor numbers
� Social media exposure – Tweets,

LinkedIn/Facebook/Google+
promotion

� Blog design – cosmetic
appearance

� Finally, regularity of posts.
We used the same team of
independent researchers that we
hired to carry out the “Influencers”
exercise, and may we take this
opportunity to thank them for yet
another superb job. �

Full details on Top Sales World.

At the last count, it was
estimated that there are
more than 500 million
blogs on the internet,
plus around 250 million
in China: How many of
these are sales and
marketing related?
Nobody knows for sure,
so we simply assessed
the ones we know
about.

Dr. Tony Alessandra
Blog

Inflexion-Point
Blog

Fill the Funnel No More Cold 
Calling Blog

Sales Productivity
Insider Blog

Inside Sales 
Experts Blog

Partners in
Excellence Blog

Ian Brodie's Blog b2b Lead 
Roundtable Blog

Caskey's Blog Amacus Shift Selling Blog The JF Blogit Telesmart
Communications

The Sales Leader
Blog

Seth Godin's Blog SalesNote Blog SellingPower Blog Matt on Marketing

The Sales Hunter
Blog

The Sales Blog Sales Source A Sales Guy Fresh Sales
Strategies Blog
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Dr. Tony offers audiences the
opportunity to enjoy

themselves while learning practical,
immediately applicable skills that
positively impact their relationships
with prospects, customers and co-
workers. His focus is on how to
create instant rapport with
prospects, employees & vendors;
how to convert prospects and
customers into business apostles
who will “preach the gospel” about
your company and products; and
how to out-market, out-sell and
out-service the competition.

Dr. Alessandra has a street-wise,
college-smart perspective on
business, having been raised in the
housing projects of NYC to
eventually realizing success as a
graduate professor of marketing,
Internet entrepreneur, business
author, and hall-of-fame keynote
speaker. He earned a BBA from the
Univ. of Notre Dame, an MBA
from the Univ. of Connecticut and
his PhD in marketing in 1976 from

Georgia State University.
In addition to being president of

Assessment Business Center, a
company that offers online 360º
assessments, Tony is also a
founding partner in the Platinum
Rule Group—a company which
has successfully combined cutting-
edge technology and proven
psychology to give salespeople the
ability to build and maintain
positive relationships with
hundreds of clients and prospects.

Dr. Alessandra is a prolific
author with 27 books translated
into over 50 foreign language
editions, including the newly
revised, best selling The NEW Art
of Managing People (Free
Press/Simon & Schuster, 2008);
Charisma (Warner Books, 1998);
The Platinum Rule (Warner Books,
1996); Collaborative Selling (John
Wiley & Sons, 1993); and
Communicating at Work
(Fireside/Simon & Schuster, 1993).
He is featured in over 50

audio/video programs and films,
including Relationship Strategies
(American Media); The Dynamics
of Effective Listening (Nightingale-
Conant); and Non-Manipulative
Selling (Walt Disney). He is also the
originator of the internationally-
recognized behavioral style
assessment tool - The Platinum
Rule®.

Recognized by Meetings &
Conventions Magazine as "one of
America's most electrifying
speakers," Dr. Alessandra was
inducted into the Speakers Hall of
Fame in 1985. In 2009, he was
inducted as one of the “Legends of
the Speaking Profession,” in 2010,
2011 & 2012 he was selected as one
of the Top 5 Marketing Speakers by
Speaking.com, and in 2010 Tony
was elected into the inaugural class
of the Sales Hall of Fame. Tony's
polished style, powerful message,
and proven ability as a consummate
business strategist consistently earn
rave reviews and loyal clients. �
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Focus On

Dr. Tony
Alessandra
Dr. Tony Alessandra is two speakers in one... a professor and a performer, 
or as one client put it – he delivers college lectures in a comedy store format. 

Understanding the
Sales Force

Improved
Performance Blog

B2B Marketing &
Sales Blog

Heavy Hitter 
Sales Blog

Sales & Sales
Management Blog

PointClear Blog Web Ink Now Smart Selling 
Tools Blog

ODC Blog Score More 
Sales Blog

The Richardson Sales
Excellence Review

Fearless Selling
Blog

Keith Rosen's Blog Stirring it Up
Blog

Funneholic

Sales Force
Effectiveness Blog

Women in Sales Anneke Seley The Pipeline Rain Selling Blog

Art Sobszcak's
Telesales Blog

Sales Leadership
Blog

Commentary on
Sales Effectiveness

Your Sales
Management Guru

Dan Waldschmidt's
Blog
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In the book The Challenger Sale, the
Relationship Builder salesperson

(defined as one who advocates for
the customer, is generous with time,
and gets along with everyone) is the
loser. This Challenger model is
provocative but misleading. It has
pushed Relationship Sellers into an
artificial corner that has not been
viable for 30 years.

Relationship Sellers aren’t an
either or. Relationships with
customers are built on more than
being a nice guy or gal – they are
built on bringing ideas to customers,
solving business challenges,
questioning the status quo, helping
customers refine, redefine, and
recognize needs, and drive business
results. Yes, any salesperson can
combine all these traits in a true
relationship.

I was given the best and truest
meaning of relationship as it applies
to selling 26 years ago by Mr. Fisher,
then President of Morgan Stanley.
He gave me two directives for a sales

program I was developing for him:
First, don’t make it cookie-cutter
because his people were special (and
like him they were – all integrity and
the kind of values we surely could
use today) and second, call it
Relationship Selling. When I
questioned the title, he explained
that, “A relationship is a series of sales
built on trust and value.” His words
stuck with me and helped shape
Richardson. He captured perfectly
what it takes to have a meaningful
relationship in selling – bringing
value in the form of solutions and
ideas, producing results, establishing
trust, and closing deal after deal.

“Relationship” without
providing value is meaningless. If it
is one or the other, value will trump

relationship but it does not and
should not be an either or. Don’t let
anyone convince you that
relationship is a minor thing in a
sale. Even in a transactional sale --
whether it is in person or on-line --
the experience determines in big
part if the customer buys or comes
back. In a consultative sale in which
you are needed for advice and/or
implementation the relationship
weighs even more heavily.

Without a doubt new tactics are
required to succeed over the new
sales terrain. Much of what you
learned in the past must be
unlearned. It is time to come to the
table as an equal. Insightful
questions, knowledge sharing, value
and risk, economic impact,
alternative ideas, and sales tools
make up the new lexicon of selling
But in this new world of selling the
relationship is still the real deal. The
relationship encompasses all that
you bring to your customers so that
they open up to you, listen to you,
turn to you as their thought partner,
and buy from you. �When I questioned

the title, he
explained that, 

“A relationship is a
series of sales built
on trust and value.”

And in this corner …
Relationship selling has been taking a beating lately.  Certainly buyers have
changed and many of the sales models that were effective a short time ago
are no longer relevant.  New models must be applied.  

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global 
sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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You may also like to join our

Group

or even follow us on

Sign up and have it delivered
to your inbox every month.

Never miss an edition of the Top Sales Magazine

Sign up here

http://eepurl.com/gRxAv
http://twitter.com/topsalesworld
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1857130
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salesperson to succeed or fail, then
don’t make it your primary
consideration. If you have the
ability to train and develop
salespeople, then look for factors
that will later prove to be a greater
indicator of success (more on that
next).

Too Little Focus on Attitude,
Beliefs, and Behaviors

Because we place so much value on
experience, we tend to ignore the
real factors that lead to success. We
ignore just how important the hard-
to-quantify attributes that don’t
show up on resumes, like attitude,
beliefs, and behaviors. Later on,
when the employee is failing, we
notice that the root cause of their
failure is their attitude, their belief
systems, and the behaviors.

Eliciting a potential salesperson’s
attitudes, their overarching belief
system, and their behaviors will give
you more insight to how that
salesperson is going to perform
than will their past experience.
Asking questions to pull out these
factors will do much to eliminate
some easily preventable hiring
mistakes.

Believing Skills Are
Transferable

Back to experience. Because
someone has sold, we believe that
they can sell. But there are major
differences in the skill sets, beliefs,
behaviors, and attitudes required for
different types of selling. A
salesperson that did well in a
transactional sales role may be ill
suited for--and struggle in--a longer

sales cycle. The reverse is true, too:
someone who managed a complex
sales process may struggle in a
transactional role.

Make sure that main skills,
attributes, attitudes, beliefs, and
behaviors exist before hiring
someone. Hire them into a role in
which you are certain that you can
help them succeed based on these
factors.

Selling Your Opportunity

You have a sales position to fill. The
candidate in front of you is seeking
a sales position. So you begin to sell
them your opportunity, telling them
how wonderful the company is and
just how great it is to work there.
You sell them the position because
you need them to take it, not
because they are the right hire.
While you are doing all the selling,
you aren’t learning anything about
your candidate.

Save the sales pitch. You need to
be sold on the candidate before you
do any selling. Your time is best

spent asking the questions, listening
to the answers, and making an
assessment as to whether or not you
can help this person succeed should
you hire them.

Not Eliciting Verifiable
Results

If someone has worked in sales, they
will have had clients. They would
have made lots of sales calls. They
will be able to speak to the clients
they won, the clients that they lost,
and the clients that they should have
won, but didn’t. It is a mistake not to
identify some of the clients that they
won and how they did so.

Ask if you can speak with some
of their past clients. Verify that they
did in fact win their business, and
ask their client what they did that
allowed them to win the business.
These are results that you can verify,
and they are indication of what you
might expect from the salesperson
sitting in front of you.

Hiring well isn’t easy. It’s easy to
hire someone you believe will be a
star only to be disappointed. If you
have hired for any time at all, you
will have had the experience of
taking a chance and hiring someone
who wasn’t nearly qualified on paper
that ended up outperforming the
rest of their team. But it isn’t all
voodoo and magic. You start hiring
well by first avoiding the most
common hiring mistakes. �

This article was written by Anthony
Iannarino.

To find out more about Anthony, visit:
http://thesalesblog.com/
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Make sure that main
skills, attributes,

attitudes, beliefs,
and behaviors exist

before hiring
someone. 

One of the fastest ways to build
an underperforming sales

force (and burden yourself with
human resources nightmares) is to
hire out of desperation. If you
desperately need someone to fill a
position, or if you are filling a
position simply because you need to
make headcount, you will make
mistakes and you will hire poorly.

Instead, spend time recruiting
the right candidates before you have
a need. Build a pipeline of

candidates while you are fully
staffed, and give yourself time to be
more deliberate and more
thoughtful in your hiring.

Too Little Time Interviewing

Interviewing takes time, time you
don’t likely have while you are busy
with your real job. It’s easy to take
short cuts and to spend too little
time interviewing. But it’s not just a
mistake to spend too little time

interviewing in general, it’s a mistake
to believe that you can learn all you
need to know in 30 minutes or an
hour.

Invest the time to interview a lot
of candidates. See more people than
you believe necessary. Then, invest
lots of time interviewing the
candidates that might be a good fit
for you and your company. Spend
time learning about them, and
making sure that they are likely to
succeed before you hire them.

Too Much Focus on
Experience

For some reason, we act as if the
fact that a person has a similar sales
experience to the sales position for
which we are hiring that it is more
likely that they will succeed. When
reviewing resumes, we look for the
experience, and not finding it, we
move onto other candidates. But
our own hiring results continually
punish us for making the mistake of
placing too much emphasis on
experience at the expense of other
attributes.

If experience isn’t going to be
the primary factor that allows a

Seven hiring mistakes and
how not to make them
I am not throwing the first stone here (or the last). I have personally been guilty
of half of the hiring mistakes on this list. But, alas, mistakes are how one learns.
Here is a list of seven hiring mistakes sales organizations make when hiring
salespeople, with some advice on how you might avoid making them. 
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Here then are two tips, which
should help you … 

Very few frontline sales
professionals, and very few
companies conduct regular review
meetings with their customers, and
those that do, typically arrange them
at the start of a new year or trading
period: So this is a wonderful
opportunity to steal a march on the
competition, and in all probability,
gain some incremental business that
is not currently sitting in the
pipeline!

The reality is that obtaining
continual feedback against a set of
established criteria is vital if an
organization is to retain its existing
top clients and seek to improve its

standing and the quality of its
service levels to them.

There Are At Least Seven
Benefits Of Regular
Feedback....

� Feedback reveals your customer’s
current and future plans.

� Seeing your business from your
customer’s point of view allows
you to answer the question
“would you do business with
you?” - if not why not?

� Feedback allows you to tailor
your service levels so that you
enjoy maximum customer
satisfaction at a minimum cost.

� If you don’t ask you’ll never know

how you are doing until it’s too
late! Feedback is magnified by the
‘ice berg factor’ making it more
critical than it originally appears.

� Feedback can reveal what your
competition are doing helping
you to be a consistently strong
contender.

� Gaining a reputation for wanting
to hear feedback can actually
make money for you.

How Often?

This will depend entirely on the
importance of the account and
revenue levels being achieved - or
anticipated. At least annually, but I
conduct a QBR (Quarterly Review
Meeting) with all of my most
important clients.

Assessing the Feedback You
Receive

If the feedback you have been
receiving to-date has not been
useful ask yourself the following
questions:
� Do I ask enough questions?
� Do I ask the right questions?
� Do I communicate effectively

about why I am asking the
questions?

� Do I ask the right people?
� Do I know how to use the data I

collect?
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� Am I organized to respond to
the information?

� Do I value and trust the
information I receive?

What Do You Do With The
Results?

Communicate them upwards and
sideways in company, so that
everyone is aware.
� Act immediately on vital issues
� Feedback and confirm remedial

actions
� Confirm satisfactory resolve
Remember:
The Account Review Process -
� Is a non-threatening meeting –
� It is a fact finding session not a

sales event in the short term.
But It is highly likely that during
this meeting you will uncover
additional short, medium and
long term opportunities.

My second tip for finishing the
quarter strongly is to get inside -
really inside - your pipeline.

Concentrate 80% of your time
on identifying and working on those
opportunities that you know can
close - be rigorous; be brutal and be
realistic!

There are two escalating
pressures in today's marketplace
that are creating a need for a more
disciplined approach towards

sales opportunities:
� The need to be more specialized

and individualized in dealing with
clients because we can no longer
afford to treat all situations in the
same way.

� The reality of competition -
Often to increase market share,
you must do so at the direct
expense of the competition. The
competitive intensity of the sales
environment is escalating with
the globalization of the
economy.

These are the main "drivers" behind
the demand that organizations
adopt methodologies and processes
to manage these issues.

By utilizing a rigorous and
formal opportunity assessment, we
are aiming to achieve two sets of
objectives:

Business Objectives 

� Determine which sales
opportunities should be pursued
at the direct expense of others

� Given resource limitations,
decide where and on what basis
resource should be allocated to a
sales opportunity

� Determine whether our
company is over-investing or
under-investing in a sales
opportunity

� Enhance forecast accuracy

� Use "proven" criteria to reduce
the cost of sales

Sales Objectives 

� Identify, quantify and categorize
opportunity assessment criteria

� Increase "Hit-Rate" (Win - Loss
ratios) by avoiding unsuitable
business

� Discover where we and our
competition stand with a
customer

� Gain a complete and accurate
view of a sales situation prior to
writing a sales plan to win

� Calculate the probability of
winning or losing a deal early in
the sales process

All sales professionals claim to be
permanently time constrained - we
always have limited time and
resources with which to achieve our
targets. Therefore we can be
involved in only so many accounts
or sales situations before we begin
to lose our ability to manage what is
taking place. At that point, we lose
control and the competition takes
control.

We can only control and
manage what we understand and
that is the real value of
continuous and rigorous
assessment of our pipelines.

What are you waiting for? Good
luck!                                                   �

My second tip for
finishing the quarter

strongly is to get
inside - really inside -

your pipeline. 

Two tips for finishing
the quarter strongly
Just four weeks to go until the end of Q3, and there
is still time to hit your quota – or even surge through
it: Not only do you have the opportunity to do that,
but you can also lay some strong foundations for
that all-important Q4.

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.topsalesassociates.com
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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Plus we publish a brand new sales article every day:
www.topsalesmanagement.com�
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How to Get Inside 
Buyer Motivation

How to Close
with Ease

How to Evaluate the
Cost of Every Lead

How to Get to
“Win-Win” Every Time

Recent “How To” Guides

�� �� �� ��

Does Your Team Excel
at all THREE B2B 

Selling Activities?

You Can Get So Much
More From Your
Best Accounts

The Twelve Most Persuasive
Words You Can Use When
Delivering a Presentation

Time
Efficiency

Sales Team Development Sessions

�� �� �� ��

Why Waste Time on
Non-Performers?  

Sales & Marketing
Alighment – A Management

Responsibility?  

It’s Not All About
the Numbers!  

Who Coaches
the Coach? 

Sales Management Issues Interviews

Mark Hunter �� Tibor Shanto �� Christian Maurer �� Steven Rosen ��

Top Sales Highlights
from the past four weeks ... in case you missed them

Plus don’t forget, we publish a brand new sales tip from the Top Sales Experts team every day!
www.topsalesworld.com�
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Consultative Selling
Dead? Are You Joking?”

Why We Need a
balanced Approach to

Business Generation 

Before You Make That
Call – Prepare
Intellingently

Preparation, Preparation,
Preparation …

Dr. Tony Alessandra �� Tibor Shanto �� Art Sobszcak �� Eric Taylor ��

Enjoy the latest Top Sales Hardtalk Interviews

9 Big Mistakes
Entrepreneurs Make

about Selling 

What do Sales 
People Think? 

Easy Trick to Avoid
a Price War 

Challenging Challenger
– A Postscript  

Dave Stein �� Jim Keenan �� Geoffrey James �� Jonathan Farrington ��

and recent blogs ...

http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Tony_Alessandra_Mar_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Tibor_Shanto_Mar_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Art_Sobczak_Apr_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Eric_Taylor_Apr_2012.mp3
http://davesteinsblog.esresearch.com/2012/07/30/9-big-mistakes-entrepreneurs-make-about-selling/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+DaveSteinsBlog+%28Dave+Stein%27s+Blog%29
http://asalesguy.com/2012/08/08/what-do-sales-people-think/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+ASalesGuy+%28A+Sales+Guy%29
http://www.inc.com/geoffrey-james/easy-way-to-defend-a-higher-price.html
http://www.thejfblogit.co.uk/2012/08/24/challenging-challenger-a-postscript/
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/howToGuide.php?written_id=988
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readGuide.php?written_id=997
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readGuide.php?written_id=1007
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readGuide.php?written_id=1016
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/developmentSession.php?written_id=989
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readDevelopmentSession.php?written_id=998
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readDevelopmentSession.php?written_id=1008
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/readDevelopmentSession.php?written_id=1017
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Mark_Hunter_TSM_Feb_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Tibor_Shanto_TSM_Mar_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Christian_Maurer_TSM_Mar_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Steven_Rosen_TSM_Mar_2012.mp3
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